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**Bossy 'in Well; How To Get Her Out?**

TOPEKA, Kan.—Bossy is in the "well," and how to get her out is worrying Farmer Joe Simon, the owner. The 800-pound heifer has been imprisoned nearly three months in the dark hole and appears to be in excellent health, but Humane Society officials have ordered her released.

Simon related he tried to liberate the heifer after she had fallen into a 15-foot dark hole, by inducing her to climb on bales of hay; but the hay ran out.

"When she fell in, she appeared cold, so I made a half gallon of coffee and made her drink it," officers quoted Simon as saying.

When the weather was so cold it got chilly in the house, Simon climbed down into the hole and went to sleep with the cow, he told deputy sheriffs sent to investigate the cow-bawling.

Officers suggested an automobile wrecker to get the heifer out.